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Lamini (Animals)

This page contains information on the Lamini or animals known to the Poku Saeruo Degonjo. Many of
these animals are used as food for the Clan.

This list will be expanded as more are either discovered or detailed.

Avian
Name
Yome
Pronunciation Origin Definition
īōmě Otâgolisoy (Birth world) hawk

Details

The yome is a predatory bird from the clan's home world. They resemble hawks,
except for being larger by 50 percent, and possess very large sharp talons. While most
were left free, many of the upper class members of the clan kept them as trained pets
as symbols of power. The species exists in the Tabak'ka, produced from genetic material
transported with the clan. Efforts to introduce them to the ecosystems on Âtoma
(Heart), and Âmuar (Dream) were successful.

Name
Voqmetao
Pronunciation Origin Definition
vōkh-mě-tăō Âmuar (Dream) wild prey bird

Details

The Voqmetao is an large avian that was once found in the forests on Âmuar (Dream).
They were about twice the size of a wild turkey. This species, in fact, became almost
entirely extinct during the occupation of the planet by the Mishhuvurthyar. The Clan,
supported by the Scientific Studies Service (SSS), successfully re-populated the world
with this animal after the Mishhu were cleared from Dream, and the Vogmetao have
also been introduced to the Tabak'ka. This bird produces an abundance of eggs the size
of goose eggs, and it is commonly domesticated for its meat and eggs, though many are
kept in wild conditions so that they can be hunted.

Bovine

Laminwiqor'ka

Name
Laminwiqor'ka
Pronunciation Origin Definition
lămēnwēkhōr-kă Otâgolisoy (Birth world) large meat animal
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Name

Details

This is a large mammalian creature that resembles a bison. It was brought with the
clan on the Norka alive, and thousands of fertilized Laminwiqor'ka eggs were kept in
storage as well. Herds of these animals can be found in the Pens constructed on Ikâtue
(Rock), and on the new Clan colonies as well. The article for the edible meat of this
animal can be found here.

Equine
Name
Lamingoa'kas
Pronunciation Origin Definition
lămēn-gōăkăs Âmuar (Dream) large walker animal

Details
This is a large mammalian creature that resembles a draft horse with horns and
canines. The animal is omnivorous. The beast is being treated as a work animal and
occasionally a meat source. The animals have wide hooves to support their mass; the
front of the hoof tapers to a point.

Insect

Kywiqor

Name
Kywiqor
Pronunciation Origin Definition
kīwēkhōr Unnamed World Meat Bugs
Details

Reptilian
Name
Buvory
Pronunciation Origin Definition
būvōrī Otâgolisoy (Birth world) lizard

Details

The Buvory lizards are about 2 meters (6.5 ft) long, and about .5 meters (1.5 ft) tall at
the shoulder. They resemble large bearded lizards. Their skin is an orange with red
flecks. They have bright yellow eyes. Buvory are omnivorous. This makes them a
valuable food asset as they can be feed vegetable and meat. The buvory lifespan is
typically 20 years, although only breeding or wild ones do so. A buvory is considered
mature at two years. A breeding female will produce 100 eggs every laying. The article
for the ways Buvory and its eggs are eaten can be found here.

Animals By Colony

View the fauna of specific Clan colonies by following the links below:
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Âmuar Flora and Fauna
Âtoma Flora and Fauna

OOC Notes

Article created by Nashoba.
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